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PROJECT: SMUGGELRS COVE - BCP COUNCIL

LOCATION: BOURNEMOUTH

Treasure and pleasure.
Bournemouth Council chose Greenspan to
develop a concept, for a uniquely themed
adventure golf, based on the history of
smuggling in Bournemouth.
We undertook a challenging detail design
process, and turnkey installation which
included a lake, large waterfall feature, bespoke
structures, themed obstacles and the use of a
specialist lightweight aggregate to build up the
golf holes, due to weight loading restrictions.
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Greenspan were able to use a huge variety of
materials, including reclaimed groyne timbers
provided by the council, to achieve a fantastic
outcome for the client which was a success
from the minute it opened!
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PROJECT: FAIRHAVEN LAKE - FYLDE COUNCIL

LOCATION: FYLDE

Greenspan is proud to have successfully completed this
stunning 18-hole Adventure Golf course. It’s located next
to Fairhaven Lake and offers so much fun for all ages.
The course is themed on area history, famous landmarks,
and local wildlife. Some of the iconic landmarks include St
Annes Pier, The Royal Lytham Hall, Singleton Fire Station
and more.
The course also features some of the famous signature
holes from St Annes Old Links and Royal Lytham & St Annes
golf clubs. Detailed wooden sculptures and sculptures.

SPECIALIST FEATURES:
•

Large central lake & water features

•

Local landmark theming

•

Bridges, models & near life size props

•

Multiple challenges & hole-in-one opportunities

•

Large kiosk and cafe booth

•

Realistic wood carvings with sound FX

•

Seating, fencing & low-level lighting

•

Hard & soft landscaping

•

Large operation Kiosk and conveniences
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APPROX VALUE: £500,000
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PROJECT: CHINA FLEET COUNTRY CLUB

LOCATION: PLYMOUTH

Greenspan is proud to have successfully completed this
stunning 18-hole Woodland Adventure Golf Course for
China Fleet Country Club in Plymouth.
As you can see, it is a stunning course with some excellent
woodland theming.
Expertly carved wooden sculptures, multiple challenges
and obstacles to conquer, streams to navigate on a swaying
raft and magical talking trees all add to the excitement of
this course.
China Fleet were very impressed with the overall design
and installation process.

SPECIALIST FEATURES:
•

Detailed wooden sculptures and sculptures

•

Play through props

•

Multiple challenges and obstacles

•

Excellent playability

•

Ride on raft

•

Large water feature with multiple levels and weirs

•

Sound FX and night time lighting

•

Hard and soft landscaping
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APPROX VALUE: £220,000
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CLIENT: FONTYGARY HOLIDAY PARK | LOCATION: GLAMORGAN
Pitch perfect.
Fontygary is a growing leisure and food and
beverage hub on the edge of a holiday park in
Rhoose, near Cardiff Airport.
Their desire was to create a Welsh themed
adventure golf to their portfolio of leisure
attractions which currently includes a Gym,
Pool, Bowling alley, function rooms and an
eatery/bar.
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Greenspan designed and built a large Dragon
(with glowing eyes and a smoking nostrils) as
well as a castle, mine shaft and an impressive
water feature amongst the challenging but
fun 18 golf holes.
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CLIENT: GREENSWARD CAFÉ MINI GOLF | LOCATION: CLACTON-ON-SEA
Putt your best foot forward.
Greenspan were engaged to design and build
this delightful nautical themed 9 Hole seaside
crazy golf course.
Works included themed timber carvings,
Landscaping, timber walk through features,
precast kerb edgings, and bespoke signage.
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Due to the high traffic environment during the
summer season, this was designed and built to
a durable, and high quality standard.
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CLIENT: PIRATE BAY ADVENTURE GOLF | LOCATION: MALDON, ESSEX
“Ahoy there mateys.”
We recently helped realise Pirate Bay, a
swashbuckling coastal golf adventure in
Malden, Essex.
Featuring 18 holes and a wide variety of
dastardly props such as a snarling shark head,
a full size galleon to play through, a tiki-hut and
cannon that regularly blasts at marauders, a
ghoulish graveyard and crew recruited from the
decks of the Black Pearl.
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A good dose of landscaping featured too,
in classic golf fashion, including a beautiful
waterfall, reams of rockwork and hardy
planting.
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CLIENT: CREALY ADVENTURE PARK | LOCATION: EXETER
Par for the course!
Crealy Adventure Park approached Greenspan
to develop an crazy golf course to complement
the their holiday park facility, within a modest
budget.
We worked collaboratively to deliver the
scheme and developed a very pleasant area,
with a ‘Fun on the Farm’ theme, including farm
characters, props, quirky hole signage and
unique playability.
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The scheme has been designed in such a way
to enable a comprehensive planting scheme
and a water feature with a stream to be
installed at a later date.
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PROJECT: GOLF, BAR & DINNING

LOCATION: HEREFORDSHIRE

SCOPE OF WORKS:
This project included many features:
•

Full concept and detailed design package

•

Planning

•

9 Hole Adventure Golf Course Construction

•

Groundworks

•

Resin Bound and Block Paving Surfacing

•

Natural Theming and Timber Features

•

Low Level lighting

•

Signage

•

Landscaping

•

Fencing
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VALUE: £120,000
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CLIENT: HAVEN HOLIDAY PARKS | LOCATION: WEYMOUTH
Off to a tee.
We were approached by Haven Holiday Parks to
upgrade a dated mini golf course at Weymouth
Bay.
We designed a budget friendly concept that
could be rolled out across multiple parks, and
secured 3 initial projects for a fastrack roll out in
the space of 6 weeks
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The final result made a huge improvement
to the park, bringing the mini golf on brand,
increasing vibrancy, and creating unique and
family fun playability on each hole.
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CLIENT: PARADISE ISLAND ADVENTURE GOLF | LOCATION: RUSHDEN LAKES
Aztec adventure.
An incredible 36-hole indoor golf experience,
players enter course through the remains of an
aeroplane fuselage and follow a perilous
journey through an exotic jungle and ancient
Aztec ruins.
An extensive array of tropical plants surrounds
each hole, while bamboo Tiki Huts, a windmill,
smoking volcano and sound effects all add to
the dramatic atmosphere.
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The course features a number of putting
challenges varying in difficulty, providing
entertainment and playability for all the family.
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CLIENT: MULLIGAN’S SPACE GOLF | LOCATION: NEWCASTLE
A space odyssey
Greenspan were engaged to produce the
concept design for Mr Mulligan’s Space Golf in
Newcastle, following a successful completion
of a similar project in Cheltenham.
This turned out to be an exciting, futuristic,
immersive and interactive mini-golf adventure
for the whole family to enjoy.
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‘Space’ and the ‘space race’ are the core
narrative, with guests competing in three
exciting nine-hole golf courses through
different retro-futuristic environments.
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CLIENT: MR MULLIGAN’S LOST WORLD OF GOLF | LOCATION: CHELTENHAM
Taking a mulligan!
We worked with Adventure Leisure on their
brief to create a fully themed indoor adventure
golf attraction, set within an retail/restaurant
complex. Key considerations included the need
to create an attraction that was fully in-keeping
with the Mr Mulligan brand and one that was fully
immersive.
We used our extensive master planning
experience to create the entrance lobby, landing
area, reception and all 36 holes, developing an
engaging storyline based around the character Mr
Mulligan and his gloriously exciting adventures
and creations, while providing varied playability
around the course, with theming and story
choices drawn from classic literature and the
golden age of exploration.
The theming and visual design process was
intricately developed from initial sketches
through to full 3D renders, taking into
consideration the key sightlines around the
course to provide visitors with a fully themed
experience, and an immersive sense of discovery
as they weave their way through the underwater
and jungle landscape.
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Theming elements include UV lighting effects,
detailed rockwork, water and smoke effects,
providing a true element of surprise around every
corner. One course is fully DDA compliant.
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CLIENT: PARADISE ISLAND ADVENTURE GOLF | LOCATION: PLYMOUTH
The island of adventure.
This projects for Paradise Island Adventure
Golf, is located at the newly developed Barcode
Leisure complex in Plymouth.
Within this incredible 36-hole (2 x 18 hole)
indoor golf experience, players enter course
through the remains of an aeroplane fuselage
and follow a perilous journey through an exotic
jungle and ancient Aztec ruins.
An extensive array of tropical plants surrounds
each hole, while bamboo Tiki Huts, an eerie
cave, feature lighting and sound effects all add
to the dramatic atmosphere.
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The course features a number of putting
challenges varying in difficulty, providing
entertainment and playability for all the family.
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CLIENT: HAVEN CRAIG TARA | LOCATION: AYR, SCOTLAND
Crazy Captains!
Haven briefed Greenspan to come up with an
enticing indoor adventure golf concept for the
latest renovation at their at Craig Tara resort.
Following the existing branding and interior
themes at the site, we came up with a
concept to fit in with the Haven aesthetic;
combining a palette of pastel colours, warm
natural timbers reminsicent of weathered
driftwood. Add to that a contemporary take
on the classic, retro, quintessential British
seaside traditions.
We settled on a standalone design, borrowing
features from a selection of recent Haven
projects, tastefully incorporating the nautical
and coastal themes to create a high quality
and immersive course.
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Complex and fascinating features on each
hole, combined with top level playability
provide Haven holidaymakers with a unique
and memorable experience.
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PROJECT: GAYDON MEADOWS PLAYGROUND

LOCATION: GAYDON

Greenspan won the tender and was chosen to design
and build this quality Robinia hardwood, natural timber
playground for Gaydon Parish Council. The works
included installing access pathways and gates, all bespoke
adventure play equipment, slides, swings, zip-wire, hard
and soft landscaping and more.
The residents were very pleased with the professionalism
of the Greenspan install team and say the area will provide
local children with necessary exercise and excitement for
many years to come.

SPECIALIST FEATURES:
•

Large 30m zip wire (aerial runway)

•

Multiple swing sets

•

Large twin play towers with rope crawl tunnel

•

Climbing walls

•

Large tube slide

•

Toddler play area

•

Pathways and seating

•

DDA compliant tables and benches
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APPROX VALUE: £120,000
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CLIENT: YORKSHIRE WILDLIFE PARK | LOCATION: DONCASTER
Woodland wonderland.
Yorkshire Wildlife Park briefed our team to
create an engaging and fascinating forest
playscape to replace their existing feature
and improve play value.
A combination of tall towers and tree
top platforms, connected with various
interlinks, clatter bridges, box nets and
bridges and beams provide multiple climbing
opportunities and challenges, designed to
excite and build confidence, while tube slides
bring them back down to ground level.

“Greenspan envisaged the initial design
brief well with a completely bespoke design
with high play value; The project lived up
to our visual expectations brilliantly. A
couple of issues on the construction phase
came up however Greenspan were always
responsive to concerns raised. “
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Laura-Anne Innes
Project Manager
Yorkshire Wildlife Park
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CLIENT: ROBIN HOOD’S WHEELGATE PARK | LOCATION: NEWARK
Castles in the air.
Robin Hood’s Wheelgate Park, briefed us
to create a destination play area connected
with the theme Robin Hood.
We visualized, designed and built one of
the most exciting outdoor play structures
in our portfolio with over 10 connected play
towers, some themed as a castle and some
themed as a woodland, one as much as 14
metres high!
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With multiple levels, connections, and 3
amazing slides, this is truly one of the most
exciting play spaces in Robin Hood Country!
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CLIENT: HAMPSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL | LOCATION: NR. PETERSFIELD
Forts and fleets.
Hampshire County Council’s Queen Elizabeth
Country Park is set within the picturesque
South Downs near Petersfield, Hampshire.
Greenspan have been working with Hampshire
County Council to undertake some exciting
improvements at Hampshire’s largest country
park as part of the ‘Forts and Fleets’ project.
Funded by Hampshire County Council’s
Country Parks Transformation Programme
and the Armed Forces Covenant Fund, ‘Forts
and Fleets’ aims to bring military and civilian
communities closer together through a shared
love of nature and the great outdoors.
The project uses a broad range of themes,
including play, physical fitness, and dogs
to appeal to different people across both
communities.
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We love to create bespoke outdoor spaces so
we were really excited to be involved in such
a great project! We’ve been working on four
main areas including a new play space, assault
course, community space, and a dog agility
trail.
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CLIENT: PAIGNTON ZOO | LOCATION: PAIGNTON, DEVON
A great place to hangout.
Paignton Zoo were impressed with Greenspans
creative design response to their brief for the
new Hangout play area. This was to create a
rustic play area styled to look like a primitively
built jungle lookout tower.
We ensured the design appealed to a wide age
range with lots of play value, including a unique
play trail linking the towers, lots of rope play
within the towers, two exciting slides, and hand
carved animal springers.
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It was built from UK sourced chestnut timber
which gave it a lovely appearance, alongside
the new ‘snack shack’ cafe.
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CLIENT: NOAH’S ARK ZOO FARM | LOCATION: BRISTOL
Elephantastic!
Noahs Ark Zoo Farm had a very special request
for Greenspan. ‘’Create an Elephant Butt slide’’
So we did.
Greenspan saw the design from initial concept
though to structural calculations and detailed
designs, and used specialist contractors to
created one of the most eye catching play
structures ever seen in a zoo!
After carving huge blocks of polystyrene,
formed around a steel frame, we then used
concrete render to create the elephant’s form,
finished with a first class scenic painting job.
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The client has been very pleased with the final
outcome, and the play structure as been a
major success with their visitors.
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CLIENT: MEAD OPEN FARM | LOCATION: LEIGHTON BUZZARD
Down on the farm.
Mead Open Farm wanted to transform their
existing play area to create the wow factor,
and cope with large volumes of children on
peak days.
We created three large 6 metre diameter
towers, connected with multiple rope bridges,
and three adventurous slides, as the central
feature, with many other ancillary play items
around the play space including swings, play
trails, playhouses, tunnels, and mounds.
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The end result met the clients brief perfectly,
soaking up hundreds of children into the
play space (and dare we say) setting a new
expectation in the farm park community.
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CLIENT: WHIPSNADE ZOO | LOCATION: BEDFORDSHIRE
Learning the ropes.
The Zoo’s brief was to replace a poorly
performing and dated play area, with a new
destination adventure play park, which had to
be incorporated within a landscape setting with
differing levels.
The new play space was designed to include for
all ages and abilities and had to provide up to
2 hours dwell time halfway through an animal
safari. Inclusive play was also an important
factor, and the play area was built around a
central pathway connecting two key areas.
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This play space contributed to a significant
growth in visitor numbers in the following
months.
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CLIENT: HALL HILL FARM | LOCATION: DURHAM
The great outdoors.
Hall Hill Farm is a family run 700 acre working
farm which attracts in excess of 60k visitors a
year. The farm offers a number of attractions
including animal encounters, tractor rides, crazy
golf, a tea room and play opportunities.
The farm park’s brief was to replace a very
small, modular play structure with something
striking, using height and character to provide
the ultimate wow factor.
Play value and challenge was extremely
important, ensuring that the structure offered
something for both younger and older children.
The multi-level, four tower structure provides
a series of routes and slides to excite and
challenge children.
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The bespoke structure, hand-crafted from
robinia, is in-keeping with the farm’s ethos and
rustic surroundings.
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CLIENT: LONDON ZOO | LOCATION: REGENTS PARK
Zoo logical.
After an unfortunate fire at London Zoo,
Greenspan were involved as part of the rebuild
process, in designing and constructing a
new play space, and animal encounters area
adjacent to some small animal enclosures and a
food and beverage outlet.
This included a themed play ship and play
trail, a climbing wall, carved animal rockers, a
hot air balloon photo opportunity, refurbished
splashpad, and a bespoke feature tree for
animal demonstrations.
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Our scope of works included resurfacing of the
area which was a combination of artificial grass
and rubber crumb wetpour, creating a vibrant
and visually engaging play space in addition to
the amazing play value we created.
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CLIENT: FONTYGARY LEISURE PARK | LOCATION: GLAMORGAN
Pirate tots.
Greenspan were commissioned to deliver this
cute little outdoor play project as an addition to
some existing play.
It has a very subtle pirate theme, which ties
in with the pirate ship already on the site, and
caters for younger children and toddlers.
Manufactured from Robinia Hardwood, this
play area includes a play trail, 2 playhouses,
a stainless steel slide which works with the
topography, and a small crawl through barrel.
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This project was installed simultaneously to the
adventure golf project we designed and built
at Fontygary, and complements the outdoor
seating area beautifully.
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CLIENT: BELVOIR CASTLE ENGINE YARD | LOCATION: GRANTHAM
Just the ticket.
Greenspan worked with the Duchess of
Rutland to create a small but extremely
desirable play area to accompany the newly
launched and restored, high end retail outlet
at the Belvoir Castle ‘Engine Yard’.
We chose Steam engine Locomotive theme
to celebrate the nearby railway, and also the
steam powered engines that would have
been used at the historic Engine Yard to
make furniture and windows for the castle.
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The scheme was created using hardwood
Robinia, beautifully crafted and then painted
to achieve the end result.
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CLIENT: WELLINGTON COUNTRY PARK | LOCATION: BERKSHIRE
A lark at the park!
With a brief to create a completely bespoke,
unique, and iconic adventure play area to really
excite visitors, Wellington Country Park enlisted
Greenspan to realise their vision.
Wellington Country Park is set within 350 acres
of beautiful park lands, offering a vast array of
family orientated activities and attractions.
The country park needed to be able to offer a
higher capacity adventure play area to meet
increasing demand, they also wanted to
enhance their offering to their existing visitor
base.
Key elements of the brief required adventure
play that offered challenge and play value
across the age range of 2 -8 years, had
longevity, a unique design with the ‘wow’
factor, natural and in-keeping with the
surroundings.
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This stunning adventure play design,
hand-crafted from robinia provides a real wow
factor whilst managing to sit beautifully within
the natural woodland surroundings.
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CLIENT: LEE VALLEY PARKS FARM | LOCATION: WALTHAM ABBEY, ESSEX
Dig this!
Set within a 15m2 space the ‘Dino Dig & Splash’
play area shows what can be achieved with
creative design and planning.
Greenspan worked with Lee Valley Park
Farms to create the themed sand and
water play which features a Fossil Dig Zone
providing opportunity for families to test
their archaeological skills and experience the
prehistoric age as they excavate ‘ancient bones’.
Other features include an elevated water pump
station, water channel with hump back bridge,
log crossings and a large sand factory.
With a brief to redesign their old sand play
area, Lee Valley chose to work with Greenspan
following a tender process, achieveing fantastic
play value within a small budget.
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The zones are surrounded by beautiful planting
and natural theming elements, including
cobbles and boulders to provide a stimulating,
attractive landscape.
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CLIENT: BOCKETTS FARM | LOCATION: DORKING
Tree-mendous fun!
On recommendation from other farm parks,
Bocketts selected Greenspan to design and
build their new ‘Treehouse Towers’ adventure
play area, set on a sloping bank, amongst some
trees.
Each of the play towers carries its own unique
identity with some very quaint roof details,
and multiple connections between towers,
including an access point from the top of the
back.
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The play space fits in beautifully with its
surroundings, and has provided extremely
popular with the farm’s visitors.
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CLIENT: SPRING BARN FARM | LOCATION: LEWES
Pod casts.
When Spring Barn Farm wanted to create a
unique play space within a modest budget,
Greenspan responded to the task with
enthusiasm, and our usual ‘can do’ approach!
We created mini ‘den like’ pods on stilts, along
with a little play trail, and some upturned trees
to give a unique character to this play space.
We also installed a 35 metre zip wire on this
project.
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The play area met the brief perfectly,
significantly improving the parks outdoor play
offering, and proved very popular with the
parks campsite visitors too!
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CLIENT: CHESSINGTON ZOO | LOCATION: SURREY
Penguin Bay.
Greenspan worked with Chessington world
of adventures and the Merlin magic making
design team, to design and build a brand new
Penguin pool, and display arena called ‘Penguin
bay’.
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Using a combination of timber construction,
artificial rockwork, landscaping, planting,
glazing, and amazing theming including a
crashed aeroplane feature, Greenspan delivered
the scheme as a turnkey project on time and on
budget!
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CLIENT: ROYAL VICTORIA COUNTRY PARK | LOCATION: HAMPSHIRE
The great outdoors.
Hampshire County Council worked with
Greenspan to design and build a fully inclusive
play space within the woods, at Royal Victoria
Country Park.
This scheme included DDA compliant ramps
and boardwalks, wheelchair friendly zip wires,
rubbing plates, talk tubes, accessible slides and
tactile carvings amongst many other features.
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Greenspan were very proud to deliver an
inclusive play space on this scale, enjoyed
working collaboratively with the landscape and
parks team at the council.
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CLIENT: LOTMEAD FARM | LOCATION: SWINDON
Who is the strawberry thief?
Looking to enhance its visitor attraction we
worked with Lotmead Farm to help them create
a bespoke, themed play trail for families to
enjoy alongside the PYO.
The farm owner wanted to make the most of
the relatively narrow space available to draw
people from one end of the field to the other.
In-keeping with the farm surroundings and
brand, the rustic, timber play trail offers varying
degrees of challenge to engage both younger
and older children. Old farm tools and props
can be found along the way, adding interest to
the trail at varying heights and elevations to
achieve a more immersive experience.
Storytelling signage encourages children along
the trail where they will encounter a range of
climbing features.
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The play trail was created on a relatively low
budget, highlighting the benefits of bespoke
design and build in terms of developing a
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CLIENT: WEST MIDLAND SAFARI PARK | LOCATION: WORCESTERSHIRE
Giggly park - just for laughs.
We worked with both West Midland Safari Park,
and Pesky Productions to bring Boj’s Giggly
Park to life.
Key elements of the brief inlcuded the use
of natural materials to create an ‘upcycling’
theme whilst still remaining colorful and in tune
with the IP. It needed to incorporate earing
through play, encouraging curiousness and feed
imagination. It also needed to stimulate the
sense with fragrant, tactile planting and audio
features.
The fully immersive, multi-sensory, themed
play area features five interactive zones
specifically designed for young visitors. Set over
approximately 1500sqm, young explorers can
make their way through the winding tunnels
of Boj’s burrow, make some magical music
in Denzil’s Music Mayhem area, hop over the
stream and explore the sensory trail in Mia’s
Ladybird Spot, burn off some energy running and
jumping in Rupa’s Superfit Challenge, and climb,
swing and bounce in Gavin’s Giggly playground!

2640

We drew on our brand IP experience to ensure
that the play area was meticulously designed to
fit in with the Pesky Productions Boj brand.
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CLIENT: LOTMEAD FARM | LOCATION: SWINDON
Don’t get stuck in a jam.
Following a similar style as The Strawberry
Thief Trail, combining contemporary elements
while incorporating classic touches of rustic
farming equipment, The Berry Plant fits in
perfectly with the natural surroundings, whilst
having a curious machine-like quality.
The rusty cogs and pipes appear to be where
the jam is made from fresh berries, while
berry juice seeps and oozes from cracks in the
woodwork!
The Berry Plant features a variety of challenging
climbing routes of varying difficulty, taking
children up to the platform at the top of the
structure where they can enjoy views of
the farm using the telescope or peep hole
window, or ring the bell if they spot any birds
threatening the berries. The route down is via a
tall steel slide, taking caution to avoid hot jam!
“Our phase one adventure play development
The Strawberry Thief Trail has proved to
be a great success, so of course we invited
Greenspan back to design and build phase two;
Ma^;^kkrIeZgm'P^]b]gmpZgmmh`h]hpgma^
off-the-shelf route, so we asked for a unique,
exciting and interesting design to our farm on
ma^fZiZg]p^\hne]gm[^aZiib^kpbmama^
k^lnem'P^o^Zek^Z]rl^^gZln[lmZgmbZek^mnkg
on our investment”.
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Norman Parry, Lotmead Farm
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CLIENT: CHESSINGTON WORLD OF ADVENTURE | LOCATION: SURREY
Trail of the Kings!
Greenspan were engaged to create an
immersive Journey through the jungle and get
a close-up look into the world of the fascinating
Western Lowland Gorillas, Asiatic Lion,
Carpathian Lynx, Bush Dogs, Binturongs and
Fossa.
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Works included themed signage, new artificial
rockwork archways, imprinted concrete
pathways, new viewing windows and
interactive elements.
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CLIENT: MARWELL ZOO | LOCATION: HAMPSHIRE
Wild explorers!
Greenspan were pleased to have a significant
part to play in the construction of Marwell’s
biggest exhibit to date – Wild Explorers. Our
main works were the construction of the large
themed Millboard boardwalk that allowed
guests to travel around the exhibit. Greenspan
were also engaged to supply and install the
Rhino-proof fencing around boundary.
During the build of the new Wild Explorers area
at Marwell Greenspan were engaged to design
and install a children’s play area, in keeping with
the wild explorers theme.

2026 / 1817

Notably Greenspan were awarded the approved
installer status from Millboard on completion of
this project.
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CLIENT: FINKLEY DOWN FARM | LOCATION: ANDOVER
Fun on the farm!
The brief was to create an exciting and unique
standalone play structure to fit in alongside the
existing outdoor play aparatus and natural farm
park surroundings.
This multi-level castle shaped structure is
suitable for children of all ages, and designed
to capture the imagination, with tall flagtopped turrets connected by a number of
ladders and walkways, all safely enclosed with a
combination of wooden planks, poles and rope
netting. Entry and exit points are provided via
a variety of climbing walls, stepped ramps with
rails and ropes, or the choice of either a lowlevel or super high curvy slide.

The objective was to produce an exciting
and challenging adventure play area that
could be used by children from age 3 to
10. We wanted something unique that
would also blend in with the character of
our farm park. I am delighted with the
result. The new structure looks amazing
Zg]\^kmZbgerZ]]lmhma^Zek^Z]r_ngÛee^]
family day out we offer at Finkley.
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Charlie Waters, Owner Finkley Down Farm
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CLIENT: WEST LODGE FARM PARK | LOCATION: KETTERING
Outdoors in!
We worked with the West Lodge Farm Park
to regenerate their barn into an indoor play
attraction.
The brief was to bring British woodland
indoors. Our dedicated design team created
an immersive, fully themed playscape which
features an outstanding centrepiece - a giant
hollow oak tree with an enchanting tree
house looming from the upper branches.
The tree top hideout not only provides a
brilliant vantage point and lookout, but also a
giant spiral-slide down to the forest floor.
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The centrepiece is surrounded by three zones
allowing children to seamlessly flow around
the playscape using net bridges, platforms,
slides. theming inspiration was taken from
local farming connections, including young
tree saplings, fruit harvesting, and natural,
local stone quarrying.
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CLIENT: WINDMILL FARM PARK | LOCATION: LEICESTERSHIRE
The forecast is windy.
Windmill Farm Park, is a brand new Farm
attraction in Kibworth Harcourt. They selected
Greenspan as their adventure play design and
build partner because of our creativity and
willingness to create something special.
The name of the attraction derives from the
real Kibworth Windmill which stands within the
grounds of the farm.
Greenspan created a windmill play structure
as the central feature within the indoor place
space where you can turn the wheel of the
windmill, hoist faux bags of grain up and down
with a pulley , but thats not all...
We also created a labyrinth of play on three
levels within what looks like ‘old farm barns’
which are packed with play value, including
an exciting overhead net bridge, a twin lane
wavey slide, a tubular slide, and many obstacles
to maneuver around. The toddler play area
is a very generous size, which includes an
extremely popular play mound with a slide and
tunnel.
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This indoor play has been commented on as
one of the best in the farm park community!
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CLIENT: AMAIZIN INDOOR PLAY | LOCATION: JERSEY
You’ll be ‘amaized’!
Amaizin adventure park selected Greenspan
to deliver a vibrant and imaginative area
where families play together and children gain
confidence in a safe and clean environment.
This is the first indoor area to be built from
timber in the Channel Islands, and is less
about soft play and more about developing
confidence, imagination and new skills. No
electronics, just active play in a safe and wellmaintained, purpose built space.
It offers an incredible labyrinth of play routes
and obstacles, a drop slide, wavey slides, ball
canons, a role play street, and much more!

1656

A beautifully designed indoor area, perfect
when showers are forecasted for the children in
Jersey!
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PROJECT: ICE CREAM FARM FLAVOUR FOREST

LOCATION: NORTHWICH

The owner of one of the UK’s highest footfall farm attractions
approached Greenspan to create a brand new Family
Enjoyment Centre concept which includes themed indoor
play and Unique F&B concept for young families.
‘Flavour Forest’ includes an enchanted mill structure with
multiple play levels, rolling mounds with tunnels, overhead
netplay in the trees, an exciting glacier slide from the Ice
mountain and a truly magical ambience.
Greenspan worked closely with Cheshire Ice Cream Farm
to deliver on their vision of Sticky Paws in the Flavour forest
indoor play adventure play area.

3387

SPECIALIST FEATURES:
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•

Realistic trees and foliage

•

Exciting glacier play cave

•

Detailed and intricate design

•

Ice cream glacier slide

•

High level bouncing nets and bridges

•

Chocolate climbing wall

•

Ice cream river pathways

•

Fun multi-level playhouse

•

Modern food and beverage areas
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CLIENT: FARMER PALMERS | LOCATION: DORSET
Shed loads of adventure!
Farmer Palmers approached Greenspan to
design and build a role play farm village within
an existing agricultural building, called ‘Little
Farmers Fun Barn’.
This attraction offers a farm-tastic opportunity
for kids to let their imaginations run wild.
Your ‘little farmer’s in training’ can pretend to
milk the cow, crawl through sensory tunnels,
explore the farm house and woosh down the
curly red slide.
With a special soft play area for tiny tots,
colourful Edu-blocks for tactile play time and
squishy bean bags too!

1655

From the beautiful surfacing scheme, to the
murals on the wall and the themed buildings
constructed from timber, Greenspan delivered
this ‘fit out’ as a turnkey project.
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CLIENT: HAVEN HOLIDAYS CRAIG TARA | LOCATION: AYR, SCOTLAND
Ayr crafts.
Haven worked with Greenspan to create a
new concept for and indoor FEC at one of
their ‘park of the future’ projects Craig Tara
Holiday Park, in Ayr.
We created a seaside village themed indoor
play and activity space, which included a role
play ‘Lifeboat’, ‘Lighthouse’ play structure,
and themed activity spaces including a
‘Boathouse’ stage and performance area, a
sensory room and other supervised activity
rooms, for science, cooking and craft related
activities.

3281

The combination of beautifully designed
wall and floor graphics, and authentic
theming to the activity room facades went
down extremely well with the client and the
guests.
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CLIENT: AMERTON FARM | LOCATION: STAFFORDSHIRE
Village play.
The perfect marriage of our play and theming
expertise. We were delighted to explore our
ramshackle side in designing this Farm Village
themed indoor play area!
With a labyrinth of farm buildings and barns
to scamper through, a role play street, tudor
cottages and even a sensory-zone church for
toddlers, Amerton Farm takes themed indoor
play to a new level.
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Ropebridges, nets and trapeze rings, crates to
clamber up, multiple levels inside barns, and
authentic detailing.
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CLIENT: HAVEN HOLIDAYS - SEASHORE | LOCATION: GREAT YARMOUTH
Just add water.
Greenspan worked together with Haven, and
the architect Space and Place to deliver some
very attractive theming within a refurbished
pool complex at Seashore Holiday park, in
Great Yarmouth.

3382

From faux timber cladding panels, on the
walls, to artificial rocks and foliage, Beach hut
facades, bespoke driftwood sculptures, and
beautifully crafted signs, Greenspan were able
to take on the whole theming package as a
turnkey project.
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CLIENT: CENTER PARCS - HUCKS | LOCATION: ELVEDEN FOREST
Dining out!
Center Parcs briefed Greenspan Projects
to create a concept play area as part of the
refurbishment of Hucks, their popular family
friendly American Diner.
As well as in keeping with the all-American
style, it needed to be fun, interactive,
challenging and entertaining.
The result is a rustic wooden adventure play
with a Route 66 theme. Rope ladders and
nets provide opportunities to climb, while a
high up water tank, and ramshackle buildings
make excellent hiding places.
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Artificial grass on the floor provides a soft
landing and adds the natural feel.
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CLIENT: CHESSINGTON WORLD OF ADVENTURES | LOCATION: SURREY
Safari hotel reception!
As part of the rebrand Greenspan were
engaged to redesign the reception of the main
hotel.
We transformed this space from Holiday Inn
standard to a safari base camp complete with
tented roof lining, interactive explorer wall
maps, timber themed reception counters and
even an iguana enclosure nestled amongst a
higgledy-piggledy stack of packing cases.

1864

Works included design, themed carpentry,
interactives, lighting, canvass tent theming,
scenic artwork, flooring and animal enclosure
construction.
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CLIENT: CHESSINGTON ZOO | LOCATION: CHESSINGTON
Sleeping gruff!
Working closely with Chessington’s creative
teams and the Gruffalo IP team, we designed
and fitted out a number of themed hotel
rooms.
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This included specialist decorating works,
printed wallpaper, printed carpets, theming,
interactive games, artificial trees and foliage,
fibreglass Props, TV surround theming and
bathroom fitouts.
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CLIENT: LEGOLAND - NINJAGO BEDROOMS | LOCATION: WINDSOR, BERKS
Dreams are made of this.
Working closely with Legoland creative teams
and architects, we designed and fitted out a
number of Ninjago themed hotel rooms.
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This included specialist decorating works,
printed wallpaper, printed carpets, theming,
interactive games, Lego built props, TV
surround theming and bathroom fitouts.
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CLIENT: CHESSINGTON WORLD OF ADVENTURES | LOCATION: SURREY
Putting the glam in the camp.
Explorer glamping at Chessington allows
little explorers to have the adventure of
sleeping under canvas in the ‘great outdoors’.
Greenspan’s team undertook a detailed design
process to work closely with the park and
understand the vision.
We then sourced a selection of premium tents,
created themed furnishings to provide the
perfect comfortable and cosy environment in
which to bed down in after a fun filled day in the
theme park.
Situated next to Wild Asia, our new Explorer
Glamping site includes 31 standard tents,
complete with a double bed and 2 singles, 4
Premium tents, for a little bit of extra luxury and
a themed family restaurant.

2114

Our works consisted of design, groundworks,
service connections, toilet block construction,
pathways, theming and fencing.
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CLIENT: GREENWOOD FOREST PARK | LOCATION: NORTH WALES
See the wood for the trees.
Greenspan won the opportunity to design
and build a truly unique and mystical play
structure to be installed deep in a woodland at
Greenwood Forest Park.
The play structure is designed as a large Giant
King, who has descended from his throne in
Snowdonia, and fallen asleep in Greenwood
Forest. Climb into his mouth, up into his
crown, and slide down one of his horns...but
dare you wake him?

3384

This project will open in 2020, watch this space!
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CLIENT: HERITAGE ATTRACTION ADVENTURE PLAY DESIGN | LOCATION: UK
History in the future.
Greenspan are working with Heritage Castle
destination in the UK, drawing design
inspiration from real historical events.
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We will continue to develop the design from
concept stage through to detailed design,
working with a very challenging landscape
topography.
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CLIENT: WATER PLAY AREA AND SPLASHPAD | LOCATION: ENGLAND
Ship ahoy!
Greenspan were appointed by a Local Authority
to design a Large Outdoor play, Water Play and
Splashpad.
They approached Greenspan, as they felt
we were better placed to consider the whole
design more holistically as opposed to the
negative experience they had found working
with conventional water play suppliers, who
were limited to ‘off the shelf’ designs rather
than creating a unique theme that fitted with
the clients vision.
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Watch this space as the project develops...!
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LOCATION: CYPRUS

PROJECT: ADVENTURE GOLF & HIGH ROPES DESIGN

Conceptual design has been carried out for a high end 5*
Resort in Cyprus. Currently in negotiation before proceeding
to technical drawing stage.
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PROJECT: SPECIALIST THEMED ZOO ENCLOSURE

LOCATION: UK

Greenspan have been working with a UK based zoo
attraction to master plan, design and build this stunning
animal exhibit.
It includes many themed and interactive elements to deliver
the most immersive experience for guests.
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PROJECT: ADVENTURE PARK AND ANIMAL EXHIBITS

LOCATION: UK

Greenspan were employed on this large scheme to
undertake the concept and master planning.
This is part of a 3 phase expansion project at a large and
highly popular crocodile farm.
The project comprises of many exciting and interactive play
elements. All the play activities are located around and in
amongst themed dangerous animal enclosures.
The scheme is still in early stages and further designs and
concept will be made available once ready.
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PROJECT: FAIRYTALE THEMED ADVENTURE PARK

LOCATION: UK

This large fairytale themed adventure park has many
elements and areas to capture and entertain many age
groups.
1. Large indoor adventure play
2. Large themed outdoor adventure play areas
3. Trampoline cushions
4. Splash park, with sand and water play
5. Adventure golf
6. Jump slide zone
7. Pump track
8. Low ropes trail
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PROJECT: DESTINATION PLAY AND ADRENALINE PARK

LOCATION: UK

Create a unique standalone, ‘drive to’ attraction designed
to thrill and excite with high intensity activities available
such as: High ropes, Bouncing Nets, Zip Coaster, Zip Wire
and Climbing.
It will have the potential to be fully covered in bad weather,
creating the ‘UK’s largest undercover Adrenaline Park.
The attraction will appeal to a variety of demographics ,
heavily focussing on the ‘family family-friendly’ vibe and
offerings. In addition to the thrilling activities, large play
features with bridges, towers, slides, sandplay and serious
waterplay will really make this park a unique, one of a kind
attraction.
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PROJECT: ADVENTURE PLAY PARK DESIGN

LOCATION: UK

Greenspan has been working on this conceptual design for
a brand new family attraction centre in the UK.
The area is to include an mixed variety of activities for
varying ages and skill levels.
This is a first stage development with plan to extend and
develop the park further in years to come. The project
will include a large indoor play that breaks through to
the outdoors, large enchanted castle themed outdoor
adventure play area, wishing well play area, go-kart tracks,
sand and water play and much more.
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LOCATION: WALES

PROJECT: SAFARI ADVENTURE GOLF

Signed-off concept design and planning permission
received for this Adventure Golf course for Duffryn Bach
golf academy.
This themed Adventure golf course has many features.
Crashed life size plane, full size safari Land Rover with
photo opportunities, large water feature with ride-on raft
and much more.
This is for 1 x 18-hole course with a 9-hole DDA compliant
course with in it. This allows for wheel chair and buggy
users to join in and have fun with the rest of the family.
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PROJECT: LARGE THEMED INDOOR PLAY

LOCATION: MACAU

This project is for a large international entertainment chain.
This indoor adventure playground is to be constructed
inside an area of the hotel as part of a Family Entertainment
Centre.
The structure is packed with play value, with multiple play
towers, slides, bouncing nets, climbing opportunities,
interactive elements plus much more.
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PROJECT: ADVENTURE GOLF WITH HIGH ROPES

LOCATION: WALES

This project for a large independent Holiday Resort in west
Wales, is now nearing completion.
This scheme is for a themed adventure golf along with a
high ropes course and elements of play.
Along with this we are installing a large outdoor dinning
area over looking the activity areas and surrounding valley.
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PROJECT: ASSORTED OUTDOOR ADVENTURE GOLF
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PROJECT: THEMED FAMILY ROPES COURSE

LOCATION: CYPRUS

This family ropes course is part of a much larger scheme.
Due to Non Disclosure Agreements we are unable to share
any further informations other than the location and this
initial design concept.
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PROJECT: ADVENTURE PLAY CENTRE PARCS

LOCATION: EUROPE

Forest adventure play ground for Centre Parcs Europe.
Includes many activities from stainless steel tube slides,
climbing nets and tunnels, balance activities, swings,
themed areas and more.
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PROJECT: SECRET GARDEN ADVENTURE GOLF

LOCATION: UK

This project is for and indoor adventure golf course, themed
around an enchanted or secret garden.
Is to be installed for a large individual prestige garden
centre in the UK.
The course features 18-holes with a large amount of
theming, attention to detail and excellent playability.
This course has been designed to give users a completely
fun unique experience away from the business of everyday
life.
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PROJECT: ASSORTED INDOOR ADVENTURE GOLF
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PROJECT: THEMED OURDOOR ADVENTURE PARK

LOCATION: BELGIUM

This large outdoor adventure play park has been developed
for a Large Zoological park in Belgium. To be built in
amongst the trees, with some of the play towers over
spilling in to nearby water.
The area include multiple play elements
1. Multiple slides
2. Various climbing towers and connections
3. Look out points
4. Rope tunnels, climbing nets and bridges
5. Balance beams and board walks
6. Swings and seating
7. Hard and soft landscaping
8. Mild levels of theming
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PROJECT: GARDEN CENTRE ADVENTURE AREA

LOCATION: UK

Master planning a medium to large project for one the UK’s
largest garden centre chains.
This project will include a large 18 hole adventure golf with
high ropes situated above the course.
A large sand and water play area has also been included
that interlinks with the water feature that runs through the
Adventure Golf.
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